Expanding Rubber Plantations in Southern China: Evidence for Hydrological Impacts
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Abstract: While there is increasing evidence concerning the detrimental effects of expanding rubber plantations on biodiversity and local water balances, their implications on regional hydrology remain uncertain. We studied a mesoscale watershed (100 km²) in the Xishuangbanna prefecture, Yunnan Province, China. The influence of land-cover change on streamflow recorded since 1992 was isolated from that of rainfall variability using cross-simulation matrices produced with the monthly lumped conceptual water balance model GR2M. Our results indicate a statistically significant reduction in wet and dry season streamflow from 1992 to 2002, followed by an insignificant increase until 2006. Analysis of satellite images from 1992, 2002, 2007, and 2010 shows a gradual increase in the areal percentage of rubber tree plantations at the watershed scale. However, there were marked heterogeneities in land conversions (between forest, farmland, grassland, and rubber tree plantations), and in their distribution across elevations and slopes, among the studied periods. Possible effects of this heterogeneity on hydrological processes, controlled mainly by infiltration and evapotranspiration, are discussed in light of the hydrological changes observed over the study period. We suggest pathways to improve the eco-hydrological functionalities of rubber tree plantations, particularly those enhancing dry-season base flow, and recommend how to monitor them.
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1. Introduction

Over recent decades, commercial plantations of rubber trees (Hevea brasiliensis) have expanded rapidly across tropical areas around the world, especially in the uplands of Southeast Asia. These plantations have largely encroached on lands that were covered by forests, including land used for annual cropping as part of rainfed rice-based shifting cultivation systems [1,2]. Between 2003 and 2010, about 15,000 km² of land were converted to rubber plantations in Cambodia, Southern China, Thailand, and Vietnam [3]. This massive land-cover conversion is threatening biodiversity [4–7], resulting in the loss of ecosystem services [1,8–12]. One important environmental effect of land conversion on rubber plantations is the modification of local and regional water balances [13–18]. Hevea brasiliensis is an equatorial species indigenous to the Amazon rain forest. Rubber trees are bigger water consumers than native forest species in Southeast Asia, due in part to their large xylem vessels [19] and an extended root system allowing a wide part of the soil to be explored for water uptake [20–22]. Depending on the
season and the zoning of soil moisture, the tree is able to shift from the shallow to the deep soil layer to extract water from where it is most abundant at that point in time, indicating significant plasticity in sources of water uptake [18–23]. These key features enable rubber trees to thrive through the period of greatest water demand. As opposed to the original primary or secondary forest, which exhibit diverse timing in phenology, rubber trees show strong synchronicity for flushing and shedding [17].

The effect of rubber plantations on water balance has been assessed at the plot level [13]. Using measured soil moisture profiles and above-canopy radiations, the authors showed that the rates and timing of water consumption by rubber trees and traditional land-cover types (tea, secondary forest, and grassland) are drastically different. Deep root water uptake of rubber during the dry season is controlled by leaf phenology (leaf loss and renewal), which is determined by day-length, whereas the increased water demand of native vegetation starts with the arrival of the first monsoon rainfall. At the basin level, simulations with a rubber evapotranspiration (ET) model suggested greater water losses through ET from rubber-dominated landscapes than from traditional vegetation cover [14].

Fifteen years of paired watershed rainfall and runoff measurements and one year of paired eddy covariance water flux data from a primary tropical rain forest (51.1 ha) and a tropical rubber plantation (19.3 ha) in the Xishuangbanna prefecture in Southern China helped assessing how rubber plantations affect local water resources [15]. The mean annual ET from the rubber plantation (about 1130 mm) surpassed that of the indigenous forest (about 950 mm), despite a similar rainfall input. A drying up of the streamflow was observed downstream of the rubber plantation in the dry season, while the stream coming from the tropical forest remained perennial. When soil water is limited, rubber trees can regulate stomatal conductance to prevent excessive xylem cavitation [24]. This adaptive capacity to cope with a temporary water shortage enhances the aptitude of rubber trees to deplete soil water resources when they become available again, at the beginning of the wet season. However, the replacement of native forest vegetation with rubber can increase run-off variability and the magnitude of storm streamflow. This situation is observed in tree plantations subject to soil compaction that reduces the soil permeability, despite a greater potential of root water uptake [16]. This analysis indicates that the hydrologic impact of tropical forest conversion to rubber plantation is controlled not only by the different phenology of the trees, but also by the land management, which can strongly influence soil hydraulic properties and lead to greatly modified soil infiltration capacity, as has been observed elsewhere in Southeast Asia [25].

The effects of land-cover change on watershed hydrology are often compounded by climate variability [26]. Several methods exist to separate the relative contributions of climate variability and land-use/land-cover change to watershed hydrological changes, with the most robust ones combining modeling and statistical approaches [27]. Two main techniques are usually applied in small- to medium-size watersheds (i.e., <1000 km²). Paired watershed studies establish the statistical relationships for outflow variables between two neighboring watersheds, ideally similar in geomorphology, area, land cover, and climate. Following calibration, land-cover treatments are applied to one watershed, and changes in the statistical relationships are indicative of the land treatment effect on hydrology. Important limitations of this approach are the relatively few samples used for model development, and the spatial variability of rainfall events between the two watersheds [28]. A second approach involves the calibration of a rainfall-runoff model in one single watershed. The model is first calibrated before a land-cover treatment occurs. The model is then used as a virtual control watershed, along with the rainfall observed after the land-cover treatment, in order to reconstitute runoff as if no change in the watershed had occurred. An underlying assumption for this approach is that the watershed behaviour is stationary in each of the pre-treatment and post-treatment periods. This assumption is seldom tested. In addition, very few studies have tested the statistical significance of observed hydrological changes [28].

Our objectives were twofold: (a) verify if the conversion of forest to rubber tree plantations in a second-order tributary of the Mekong River in Southern China actually reduced seasonal streamflow, as can be expected from local water balances and larger-scale predictive modeling studies, and (b)
assess how this relationship is influenced by land use and geomorphological heterogeneities. For these aims, the following steps were undertaken:

1. Select a watershed (about 100 km²) which has been subject to intense land conversion to rubber tree plantations during a long period, with available rainfall and streamflow records,
2. Map land-cover types and their changes over time and according to elevations and slopes,
3. Quantify the spread of rubber trees and the recession of other land-cover types, and see how this is influenced by geomorphology,
4. Model the rainfall–runoff relationship, assess the statistical significance of its temporal variations, and verify if they are consistent with observed changes in land cover, particularly those related to the spread of rubber tree plantations,
5. Interpret the correlations between observed land-use changes and hydrological changes.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Site

In the Xishuangbanna prefecture, about 80% of rubber plantations are located at elevations below 1000 m, on slopes varying between 8 and 25 degrees [29]. More recently, rubber trees were planted in the less suitable remaining areas, with steeper slopes at a higher elevation [30].

The watershed of the Nan’a River (95.1 km²) in the Upper Mekong Basin, is located in the southwestern part of the Xishuangbanna prefecture, Yunnan Province, China, about 11 km from Myanmar. The elevation and annual average temperature range from 590 to 2174 m [31] (Figure 1) and from 30.4 to 22.2 °C, respectively. According to the hydrometeorological data recorded by the Xishuangbanna Water Resources and Hydrological Bureau, mean annual rainfall (1992–2005) varied from 1373 mm in the lower part of the basin to 1767 mm in the upper part; over the same period, mean annual streamflow yielded 754 mm. About 85% of annual rainfall occurs in the wet season (May–October). The mean lowest flow (26.1 mm·mo⁻¹) and highest flow (132.3 mm·mo⁻¹) are generally observed in April and August, respectively. In 2013, the watershed included six villages inhabited by 2860 persons whose main income originated from rubber. Before rubber plantations started expanding in the watershed in the late 1980s, farmland in the lower part of the watershed included paddy rice and vegetables. Farmland in the upper part of the watershed included rainfed rice and corn. Most of the farmland in the lowland was converted to banana plantations in the 2010s, following a drop in rubber price. No major water infrastructures, such as dams, existed in the watershed during the study period.

Figure 1. Location of the Nan’a watershed and measurement devices. Contour lines were derived from the ASTER Global Digital Elevation Model [31].
2.2. Hydrometeorological Data

The two rain gauges installed by the Xishuangbanna Water Resources and Hydrological Bureau are located in the downstream and upstream parts of the watershed (Figure 1) and have been recording daily rainfall since 1992. The watershed-scale daily areal rainfall was derived from the point measurements using the Thiessen polygons method. The daily stream water level has been measured at the outlet of the watershed since 1992 with a water level recorder at 10-minute time intervals (Figure 1). Due to the stability of the river cross section at the watershed outlet, the rating curve (relationship between water level and discharge) was determined only once, when measurements were initiated in 1992. The streamflow gauging station was abandoned in 2006. These hydrometeorological data underwent quality control by the Yunnan Water Resources and Hydrological Bureau. Inter-annual means of areal monthly reference evapotranspiration ($ET_0$) were derived from the Climate Research Unit database [32].

2.3. Land-Cover Mapping

A visual interpretation of three Landsat products (TM1992, ETM2002, and TM2007) with 30 m resolution [33], and one RapidEye product from 2010 with 5 m resolution [34] resampled to 30 m resolution allowed the mapping of six major land-cover types inside the watershed: forest, rubber, grassland, farmland, settlement, and open water bodies. The overall accuracy of this classification was assessed by calculating an error matrix applied to 59 ground control points for the 2010 land-cover map and by computing the Kappa coefficient. Land-cover transitions between 1992 and 2002 and between 2002 and 2007 were quantified using the intersection method available in ArcGIS [35,36]. The spatial distribution of rubber plantations across elevations and slopes in 1992, 2002, and 2007 was analyzed using a 30 m digital elevation model [31] and standard algorithms available in ArcMap 10.2.

2.4. Assessment of Hydrological Changes

Inter-annual variation in the rainfall–runoff relationship was quantified by producing cross-simulation matrices using the model GR2M [37]. GR2M is a monthly lumped conceptual water balance model that was empirically developed using a sample of 410 basins under a wide range of climate conditions. GR2M requires areal rainfall and $ET_0$ to estimate streamflow. The model includes a soil moisture accounting production store and a routine store that empties following a quadratic function. The two parameters of the model determine the capacity of the production store and the value of an underground water exchange coefficient applied to the routine store. Compared with several widely used water balance models, GR2M ranks amongst the most reliable and robust [37]. For this analysis, like in most hydrological analyses performed in the Mekong Basin, each hydrological year starts in April and ends in March of the following year, so as to group rainfall and related streamflow in the same year. The model was repeatedly calibrated over each hydrological year of the study period. The first year (April 1992–March 1993) was dedicated to model warming for the adjustment of the initial water levels in the model reservoirs. Thirteen model calibrations were produced from April 1993 to March 2006. Over each hydrological year, the model was calibrated by maximizing the Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency criteria (NSEq) applied to streamflow $q$ (mm·mo$^{-1}$) for the evaluation of hydrological changes during the wet season. The Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency criteria calculated on the logarithm of $q$ (NSElnq) was used for the evaluation of hydrological changes during the dry season [38]. While each of these two efficiency criteria are calculated with the 12 monthly flow values of each 1-year calibration period (including wet- and dry-season streamflow), NSEq and NSElnq give more weight to high- and low-flow values, respectively. The constraint of a less than 10% bias on cumulated streamflow over each sub-period was applied to the calibrations. Each model $M_j$ calibrated over the hydrological year $j$ ($1 < j < 13$) was run in simulation mode over the whole study period, April 1993–March 2006, to produce a cross-simulation matrix (Figure 2). This process was performed twice to produce two matrices: one matrix of wet season streamflow (cumulated from May to October)
simulated with models optimized with NSEq, and one matrix of dry season streamflow (cumulated from November to April) simulated with models optimized with NSELnq.

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{P}_1 & q_{11} & \cdots & q_{1j} & \cdots & q_{1n} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\text{P}_i & q_{i1} & \cdots & q_{ij} & \cdots & q_{in} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\text{P}_n & q_{n1} & \cdots & q_{nj} & \cdots & q_{nn} \\
\end{array}
\]

**Figure 2.** Cross-simulation matrix. \(M_j (j \in [1 \rightarrow n])\) defines the set of model parameters calibrated over the hydrological year \(j\). \(P_i (i \in [1 \rightarrow n])\) defines the rainfall that occurred over the hydrological year \(i\). Streamflow \(q_{ij}\) is simulated by model \(M_j\) with rainfall \(P_i\).

Streamflow \(q_{ij}\) is simulated with the model \(M_j\) capturing the watershed behaviour of hydrological year \(j\), using rainfall from the hydrological year \(i\) \((i \in [1 \rightarrow n])\). In a given row \(i\), streamflow variations between columns are due to non-climatic changes (e.g., land-cover changes). In a given column \(j\), streamflow variations between rows reflect inter-annual rainfall variability under stable watershed conditions. Variations in simulated streamflow between the columns of the matrices were plotted against time to illustrate temporal changes in the hydrological behaviour of the watershed. In these simulations, the monthly rainfall input to the model is used in loop each year and corresponds to the rainfall of the hydrological year April 1996–March 1997, exhibiting median annual depth over the studied period. Similar modeling framework was successfully performed in a previous study [25].

To assess the statistical significance of changes in the rainfall–runoff relationship over any multi-year sub-period, the non-parametric test proposed by [39] was applied to the corresponding cross-simulation matrix. Following the prescribed methodology, the cross-simulations matrices (one for wet season streamflow and one for dry season streamflow) were re-sampled by permuting columns. The statistic \(S\) was calculated for the original matrix and for each re-sampled one using Equation (1):

\[
S = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left[ \sum_{i=1}^{i-1} (q_{ii} - q_{ij}) + \sum_{j=i+1}^{n} (q_{ij} - q_{ii}) \right].
\]  

(1)

Under the null hypothesis \(H_0\) of an absence of unidirectional trend in the hydrological behavior of the watershed over the studied period, the value of \(S\) associated to the original matrix should be close to zero. A negative (resp., positive) value denotes a decreasing (resp., increasing) trend in the basin water yield. The \(p\)-value of a negative (resp., positive) trend is assessed by calculating the non-exceedance (resp., exceedance) frequency of the original \(S\) values compared to the range of \(S\) values derived from the permuted matrices.

3. Results

3.1. Land-Cover Change

The land-cover classification was found to be reliable, with an overall accuracy of 89.1% and a Kappa coefficient of 0.85. Figure 3 shows spatial and temporal changes in the spatial distribution of land-cover types between 1992 and 2010. Temporal changes in the cumulative areal percentages of each land-cover type are displayed in Figure 4. Rubber plantations appeared first in the downstream part of
the watershed nearby the six main villages and gradually spread upstream, replacing farmland and forest. From 1992 to 2010, the areal percentage of rubber tree plantations in the watershed increased from 10% to 44%, while forest area declined from 47% to 21% and farmland declined from 26% to 12%. Changes in grassland area (from 16% to 21%) and settlement area (from 0.7% to 1.2%) were moderate.

![Figure 3](image_url)  
**Figure 3.** Land-cover change in the Nan’a watershed, based on Landsat (years 1992, 2002, and 2007) and RapidEye (year 2010) imagery [33,34].

![Figure 4](image_url)  
**Figure 4.** Areal percentages of each land-cover type in the Nan’a watershed.

Figure 5 quantifies land-cover transitions. From 1992 to 2002, the forested area declined drastically from 4517 ha to 2132 ha. About 42%, 30%, and 28% of the deforested area was converted to farmland, rubber plantations, and grassland, respectively. While this land conversion increased the farmland area by 1000 ha of fertile land, another 880 ha of more degraded farmland were planted with rubber trees as a strategy to maintain the soil productivity. Over the same period, the grassland areas gained 665 ha from deforestation and lost 240 ha allocated to farmland. Land-cover dynamics were different from 2002 to 2007. Rubber tree plantations continued expanding at the expense of other areas, primarily farmland, and secondarily forest. About 300 ha of farmland reverted to grassland as a result of a land-use policy targeting slopping land for vegetation regeneration [40]. Over the whole period 1992–2007, rubber tree plantations and forest constantly expanded and declined, respectively.
Figure 5. Land-cover conversions in the Nan’a watershed. Numbers refer to areas in hectares. “+” = gain. “−” = loss. Histograms quantify the areas in the first year (left bar) and last year (right bar) of each period.

Figure 6 shows the temporal changes in the spatial distribution of rubber tree plantations in the watershed, according to elevation and slope. From 1992 to 2007, rubber plantations first occupied the most suitable and convenient land near the villages and roads in the lower part of the watershed, on gentle slopes and flat land. As the plantations continued expanding, the most suitable land became rarer and new rubber trees were planted on higher and steeper land. Between 1992 and 2007, the average elevation of rubber tree plantations increased from 657 m to 740 m (Figure 6a). Over the same period, the mean slope of rubber tree plantations increased from 12 to 17 degrees (Figure 6b).

Figure 6. Distribution of rubber trees according to elevation (a) and slope (b) in the Nan’a watershed. Boxes: 40–60% quantiles. Whiskers: 20–80% quantiles. Black dots: averages.
3.2. Hydrological Change

Figure 7 shows the temporal variation in annual rainfall, streamflow, and the runoff coefficient in the Nan’a watershed from 1993 to 2005. Inter-annual variability of rainfall exhibits 3- to 6-year cycles of gradual increase, with maximums in 1995 (1893 mm) and 2001 (2114 mm, the wettest year), and minimums in 1993 (1250 mm), 1997 (1285 mm), and 2003 (1063 mm, the driest year). While annual streamflow correlated with annual rainfall \( (r^2 = 0.85, p = 0.00) \) (Figure 8), no correlation \( (r^2 = 0.00) \) was observed between annual rainfall and annual runoff coefficient, yielding an inter-annual mean of 0.49.

![Figure 7. Annual rainfall, streamflow, and runoff coefficient in the Nan’a watershed.](image)

\[ y = 0.49x \]
\[ R^2 = 0.85 \]

The annual values of NSEQ and NSElnQ averaged over the whole study period are high: 88.8% and 90.2%, respectively. The lowest values were obtained for hydrological years 2004 (NSElnQ = 81.7%) and 1994 (NSEQ = 80.9%). All these values exceed 0.75, confirming that the performance of GR2M is very good in the studied watershed [41].

Figure 9 depicts the temporal variation in streamflow, simulated under stable rainfall conditions. Unlike Figure 7, where streamflow variation is mainly caused by inter-annual rainfall variability, the variation shown in Figure 9 is caused by non-climatic factors, such as land-cover changes. Wet season
and dry season streamflow follow the same patterns, with a reduction from 1993 to 2002 (−196 mm and −65 mm, respectively) followed by an increase from 2002 to 2005 (+80 mm and +44 mm, respectively). The cross-simulation test [39] applied to seasonal streamflow over the whole study period revealed no significant hydrological change at the 90% confidence level. However, a significant decline was observed from 1993 to 2002, with p-values of 0.09 and 0.01 for wet season and dry season streamflow respectively. The same test applied to any other sub-periods yielded higher (i.e., less significant) p-values except for the period 1993–1998, which exhibits the most significant trend of decline (p-values of 0.06 and 0.03 for wet season and dry season streamflow, respectively). In contrast, no significant change was observed from 2002 to 2005.

Figure 9. Wet season and dry season streamflow simulated with GR2M calibrated over each hydrological year (indicated on x-axis) and run with the same rainfall input (hydrological year April 1996–March 1997).

4. Discussion

4.1. Relationships between Hydrological Changes and Land-Cover Changes

Between 1993 and 2002, the basin water yield significantly decreased by 30%. The wet season and dry season streamflow simulated under stable rainfall conditions reduced by 196 mm and 65 mm, respectively (Figure 9). Over the same period, the areal percentage of the rubber tree plantations increased by 1626 ha—equivalent to 17.1% of the watershed area—at the expense of forest and farmland, mainly in the lower part of the watershed (Figures 3–6). As in the rest of the region [42], the resulting loss of food-productive land was compensated by converting forest to farmland at elevations higher than 800 m, where rubber trees are less productive and more prone to frost damage. The 30% streamflow reduction likely reflects an increase in ET, caused by greater root water abstraction in relation to the replacement of natural forest and farmland by rubber trees [22]. Indeed, compared to natural forest and farmland, due to a denser and deeper root system, rubber trees have the ability to absorb a larger amount of water in the soil [15,18,23], ultimately reducing watershed streamflow [14]. The transpiration of rubber trees is greater in the wet season than in the dry season [43]. However, the decreased dry season streamflow quantified in the present study could be caused by the ability of rubber trees to shift from the shallow to deep soil layer to extract water where it is the most abundant [18,22,23]. The lower part of the watershed, where rubber trees were planted between 1992 and 2002, is where the water table is likely the shallowest. This increase in ET may have been partially compensated by the concurrent conversion of forest to farmland in the upper part of the basin. This conversion to a sparser vegetation cover, limiting root water uptake, likely increased streamflow.
production. However, this counteracting change could not fully compensate the hydrological effect of rubber expansion for the following two reasons: (1) Forest conversion to farmland occurred at a higher elevation in the watershed (Figure 3) where the water table is deeper, thereby limiting root water uptake. This means that any change in the vegetation water demand for evapotranspiration would have a smaller effect on the local water balance than the land-cover changes happening in the lower part of the basin. (2) The conversion of forest to farmland involved an area half that of the conversion of forest to rubber tree plantations (Figure 5).

Between 2002 and 2006, the simulated wet and dry season streamflow increased by 80 mm and 44 mm, respectively (Figure 9). These changes were found to be statistically insignificant at the 90% confidence level. Over the same period, the area of rubber tree plantations increased by 716 ha (about 7.5% of the watershed area) at the expense of farmland and forest (Figure 5). On average, these new rubber trees were planted at elevations about 83 m higher and on slopes steeper (by about 5 degrees) than existing rubber trees. Concurrently, about 300 ha of farmland were converted to grassland. These two types of land conversion correspond to a theoretical increase in ET, resulting from a land conversion to a denser vegetation cover with a deeper root system. However, both wet and dry season streamflow simulated under stable rainfall conditions increased during this period, although insignificantly. This hydrological change is likely to happen when soil permeability is reduced, despite a greater evapotranspiration water demand. This situation typically happens on steep slopes exposed to the erosive power of incident rainfall [44]. This is the case where soils under the canopy of tree plantations are cleared and not protected from throughfall by any understory [25,45]. In this environment, enhanced throughfall accelerates soil surface crusting, soil erosion, and surface runoff. Greater rates for these processes were observed under rubber trees planted on steeper slopes in an experimental site nearby the study area [45]. Similarly, a lower soil infiltration capacity is observed where grassland forms on eroded soils [46], as observed in the study area. Although terracing practiced on steep hillslopes under rubber plantations aims to promote runoff infiltration, in some instances such interventions led to soil compaction, reducing soil permeability and ultimately leading to increased runoff [16]. Further field investigations in the studied watershed are required to verify these hypotheses.

4.2. Limitations of the Approach and Recommendations

This study relied on two types of data: continuous hydro-meteorological records collected from one river water level gauging station and two rain gauges, and four land-cover maps at different dates, partly overlapping the period of streamflow records. While plausible explanations could be proposed to explain the succession of two opposite hydrological changes, they could not be ascertained for several reasons. The first one is intrinsically linked to the nature of observed land-cover changes and to their variations according to the watershed geomorphology. The attribution of hydrological trends was complicated by concurrent counteracting changes in vegetation cover. In addition, successive land-cover changes occurred in different parts of the watershed, where surface–groundwater interactions were likely influenced by variations in slope, elevation, and other soil and geological features not reported in this study. The effects of this heterogeneity on the watershed hydrology could not be captured by the limited available data, which provided snapshots of land-cover patterns for a few years only. However, the figures and literature review suggest a continuous increase and decrease in areas of rubber tree plantations and forest, respectively [1–3], with a gradual shift of the land-cover changes toward areas at greater elevations and with steeper slopes [30], supporting our interpretations.

In this study, hydrological modeling was performed at a monthly time step. It could be argued that a daily time step would have provided more precise results. As shown in previous modeling studies performed with a conceptual-lumped rainfall-runoff model in the Mekong Basin [25,47,48], GR2M has several advantages compared to daily models. Aggregating daily rainfall and streamflow in monthly steps avoids the risk of shifting errors between daily rainfall and streamflow time series. This temporal aggregation results in Nash coefficients of GR2M calibrations (>80%) greater than those
obtained with models working at a daily time step [47]. This high performance enables GR2M to capture inter-annual variations of the catchment behavior for comparison with long-term changes in land cover, which was the main aim of this study and others [25,47,48].

Future investigations of the hydrological impact of rubber tree plantations at watershed scales should pay particular attention to their effect on streamflow during the dry season. Indeed, when the monsoon recedes, streamflow often becomes the only available water resource that sustains biodiversity and enhances ecosystem services, such as water supply for domestic uses. Rubber plantations may lead to either a reduction or an increase in dry season streamflow, depending on the previous land cover, and the effects of the land conversion on soil permeability and root water uptake. If the gain in infiltration surpasses the increase in ET, groundwater recharge and the related base-flow will increase [49,50]. The effectiveness of rubber plantation in promoting water infiltration will vary according to the management of its understory. Enhanced levels of soil organic matter from litter inputs improve soil structure, enhance aggregate stability, and promote faunal activity, leading to higher macro porosity, thereby creating preferential pathways for infiltration [51]. Permitting understory vegetation to grow increases litter input and reduces over-land flow rates. Roots also create preferential pathways for water infiltration. In contrast, a systematic clearing of vegetation under the tree canopy reduces litter input and increases soil exposure to rainfall intensity, promoting soil crusting that will, in turn, reduce infiltration and increase runoff during the rainy season [45], ultimately leading to a reduction of dry season streamflow [25]. Moreover, increased runoff accelerates soil detachment, erosion, and soil organic carbon depletion, which compromises crop yield over the long term [52]. Another factor influencing the infiltration trade-off is tree density. At a low to intermediate tree cover density, each new tree can improve soil hydraulic properties beyond its canopy edge, which means that the infiltration gains can be proportionally higher than the additional losses from increased transpiration and interception [53]. This process is upper bounded by a tree density, over which any additional tree will further increase ET, while infiltration has already reached a maximum [54]. Optimal tree density is therefore not only a question of yield maximization, but also an ecological consideration.

To improve infiltration under the canopy of monoculture rubber tree plantations, intercropping with understory species is another solution with potential economic return [55]. Before the fourth year of the rubber plantation, young trees are intercropped with fruit species (e.g., pineapples, mangosteen, mangos, and durian), which contribute to maintaining soil organic matter, faunal activity, and permeability. After the closure of the rubber tree canopy, intercrops are replaced by shade-tolerant varieties, such as tea, coffee, cacao, or slow-growing timber species [56,57]. Over time, timber-based systems could become highly diverse and are analogous to advanced secondary forests [58].

Future research should pay particular attention to the trade-off between infiltration and ET, and its relationship to plantation management. Proper measurement devices should be put in place accordingly. They should include microplots to survey soil surface structures and permeability [59], piezometers, river water level gauging stations, and rain gauges. Most importantly, the size of the gauged watershed should be small enough to capture homogeneous land-cover changes. Ideally, it should be positioned downstream of a small headwater watershed likely to experience homogenous land conversion to rubber tree plantation.

5. Conclusions

The capacity of rubber trees to deplete groundwater resources was previously evidenced locally. But the regional hydrological effects of the rapid expansion of rubber tree plantations across southern montane China have not been quantified. In an attempt to address this shortfall, our investigations focused on a 100 km$^2$ gauged watershed where rubber tree plantations increased from 10% to 44% between 1992 and 2010. While it was possible to isolate hydrological changes from those caused by rainfall variability, their attribution to land-cover changes, and specifically to rubber tree plantations, was compounded by the heterogeneity of land-cover transitions occurring in the watershed, and their variations across a contrasted geomorphology. The processes that explain the lack of unequivocal
linkage between tree rubber planting and watershed hydrological change were reviewed, and we formulated practical recommendations in terms of monitoring devices and data collection to improve the strength of trend attribution in future studies. While the spread of rubber tree plantations is likely to continue in the humid tropics—although at a pace moderated by market fluctuations—it is important that the largest number of tree growers adopt sustainable practices. Such techniques should aim at maximizing rainwater infiltration on planted hillslopes, while maintaining biodiversity and diversifying crop productions. Related ecosystem services include the provision of dry season water resources in the form of stream base-flow. Promoting intercropping in rubber tree plantations appears to be a suitable technique to reach these objectives.
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